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Envisioning the ResMax 28

New motor technology has changed the way modern
ventilators and respirators are designed, making
them quieter, more compact and more efficient.
Ventilators provide temporary ventilatory support or
respiratory assistance to patients in medical settings,
often in critical care situations. Reliability and low
audible noise generation are very important criteria
to ventilator manufacturers.

In 2011, engineers at Allied Motion’s facility in The Netherlands
teamed up with a medical systems company to design a
new motor that could withstand the challenges posed by
an innovative new respiratory blower: high speeds, optimal
responsiveness, exceptional operating life, maximal efficiency
and the ability to operate in an oxygen-rich environment.

Figure 1: ResMax 28 brushless DC respirator motor
Allied’s Dutch engineering team developed a completely new
stator and rotor design for the ResMax motor. The ResMax
28 has a rotor with very low inertia that enables very rapid
acceleration — from 0 to 50,000 rpm in only 20 milliseconds,
unloaded. This is a crucially important element because high
acceleration capability is vital in syncing with the naturally
changing rhythms of respiration.
This feature, together with the wide speed range of up to
90,000 rpm, makes the respirator incredibly versatile. The
blower that incorporates the ResMax 28 motor can be used
on any patient — from a premature newborn to a burly
football player — because the rapid acceleration and the
wide speed range enable the unit to adjust to each patient’s
unique lung capacities and strengths.

Our Dutch team achieved their goals – and right now, the
ResMax 28 motor is helping people breathe easier.
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Standing up to the heat

More than medical?
Although this motor was designed for ventilator and
respirator use in a medical setting, it could also operate in
other environments where there is a need for high speed and
high-dynamic performance. Other applications, such as highspeed grinding or high-speed positioning of small optical
mirrors, can benefit from the capabilities of this motor.
An external fully customizable electronic driver package is
available to enable the ResMax 28 to be uniquely tailored for
other applications where high speed and extended operating
life are critical criteria.
Have questions on respirators or the ResMax motor? Contact
us or connect with us on Twitter @AlliedMotion1.

To find out which motor is right for you, contact the
Allied Motion application engineering team today
Allied Motion Inc.
495 Commerce Drive
Amherst, NY 14228
Tel: 1 (716) 242-7535
E-mail: inquiry@alliedmotion.com

Figure 2: ResMax 28 features
Reducing self-generated heat to prevent motor overheating
is key to maximizing the life of any motor — especially a highspeed motor like the ResMax. Once size and speed goals were
attained, the Allied Motion engineering team focused on
extending the life of the motor to 30,000 hours at an average
speed of 40,000 rpm.

www.alliedmotion.com

Motors with dynamic properties similar to the ResMax 28
design are usually small in diameter and have thin stator
cores. Consequently, they have higher thermal resistance
(which is a measure of the motor’s ability to dissipate the heat
it develops internally). Because the stator design of the Allied
Motion ResMax 28 uses a larger diameter than competitive
motors, it exhibits a lower thermal resistance and runs cooler.
The lamination steel our engineers chose for the core of the
stator has less loss than normal lamination material, which
further reduced heat dissipation, especially at high speeds.
Unlike designs produced by other companies, the Allied
Motion design does not need magnetic material (often referred
to as back iron) around the coils. This engineering change to
the stator design helped reduce thermal resistance from the
coils to the motor housing to just 1.2 degrees Celsius per watt.
The motor was also engineered with an integrated thermal
sensor to monitor the temperature to protect it from
overheating. These combined design features keep the
ResMax motor cool under continuous, repeated dynamic
operation and ensure the motor lasts for at least 30,000 hours
of continuous operation at an average speed of 40,000 rpm.
www.alliedmotion.com
inquiry@alliedmotion.com
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About Allied Motion Technologies Inc.
Allied Motion (NASDAQ: AMOT) designs, manufactures
and sells precision and specialty motion control
components and systems used in a broad range of
industries within our major served markets, which
include Vehicle, Medical, Aerospace & Defense, and
Industrial/Electronics. The Company is headquartered
in Amherst, NY, has global operations and sells into
markets across the United States, Canada, South
America, Europe and Asia.
Allied Motion is focused on motion control
applications and is known worldwide for its expertise
in electro-magnetic, mechanical and electronic motion
technology. Its products include brush and brushless
DC motors, brushless servo and torque motors,
coreless DC motors, integrated brushless motor-drives,
gear motors, gearing, modular digital servo drives,
motion controllers, incremental and absolute optical
encoders, and other associated motion control-related
products.
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Allied Motion Solution Centers
Allied Motion maintains Solution
Centers in three geographically strategic
locations to assist our customers with all
aspects of their product selection and
buying decisions. These three facilities
assure you of local support no matter
your location around the globe.

•
•

Each Solution Center is manned by
experienced application engineering
and customer service teams, which are
available to provide:

•

•
•

Application analysis assistance
Detailed product information and
documentation

www.alliedmotion.com
inquiry@alliedmotion.com

•
•
•
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Standard product selection
Product customization and options
guidance
Specification development assistance for
custom-design products
Price quotations
Ordering, order status and shipment
information
Logistics assistance

For assistance with all of your motion
applications, contact us at one of our
continental Allied Motion Solution
Centers.
Allied Motion also has a global network
of factory trained selling partners to serve
you. Call us; we’ll put you in touch with
an Allied Motion sales partner near you.
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North America
Allied Motion’s North America Solution Center assists our customers in
the United States, Canada, and Mexico:
Allied Motion Technologies NASC
495 Commerce Drive
Amherst, NY 14228 USA
+1 (716) 242-7535
inquiry@alliedmotion.com

Europe
Allied Motion’s Europe Solution Center assists our customers in the UK,
Ireland, continental Europe, Eastern Europe, Scandinavia and Israel:
Allied Motion Technologies EUSC
Ekbacksvägen 26, PO Box 11198
S-161 11 Bromma, Sweden
+46 (8) 546 111 00
inquiry@alliedmotion.com

Asia
Allied Motion’s Asia Solution Center assists our customers in China,
Taiwan, Japan, S. Korea, and other Far East countries:
Allied Motion Technologies ASC
58 Leshan Road
Xinbei District, Changzhou 213022 China
+852 2607 4038 + 86 519 85113625
inquiry@alliedmotion.com
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